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The Man’s View
NOW

FOREHEAD

“Jacqueline’s Botox
injections have done a
great job of keeping her
forehead relatively smooth
and her eyebrows nicely
arched,” notes Philly plastic
surgeon Dr. Lyle Back.
Upkeep? $2K
a year.

EYES

“Botox has
softened the crow’sfeet lines around her
eyes,” says plastic surgeon
Dr. John Zannis. Adds
Dr. Back: “Fillers [$600 a
pop] are also softening
out the hollows
underneath.”
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BEFORE OR AFTER
APPARENT NOSE JOB?

Bryce Dallas Howard

LIPS
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CHIN

“Fillers [$1,200
a year] are adding a
little volume to her lips,
too,” says Dr. Back. “She
has a slight weakness in a
nerve going to her right
lower lip, which tends to
give her a crooked
smile.”

“It appears she’s
had a chin implant,”
shares Dr. Back. “It was
previously more pointy and
narrow. But now it’s wider,
giving her a slightly
masculine jaw.” Cost:
up to $7K.

Jacqueline’s Renewing Jabs
I

t’s not unusual to hear that one of
the Real Housewives has had plastic
surgery. But New Jersey’s Jacqueline Laurita broke the mold by actually talking about it! Back in 2013, the
candid reality star revealed she’d had
everything from a tummy tuck to a
neck-lift and a boob reduction. And
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since, the 46-year-old has admitted to
some above-the-neck tweaks as well —
including Botox and wrinkle fillers. In
her new beauty and style book, Get It!,
the former cosmetologist writes that
“Botox immobilizes the muscles that
cause forehead wrinkles, crow’s-feet,
the lines between the eyebrows and

cleavage creases.” She also suggests
readers may benefit from fillers and
laser treatments. She should know,
according to experts. “Botox injections are blocking out her frown lines
quite well and preventing crow’s-feet
from reappearing,” observes Philadelphia plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle Back (not

the mom of three’s doctor). “Fillers
are also being used nicely in the hollows under her eyes, to lift her cheeks
a bit and to plump her lips.” In addition, Jacqueline’s sleek complexion indicates use of “Ultherapy or laser skin
tightening like fraxel,” notes North
Carolina plastic surgeon Dr. John

Zannis, who also does not treat the
star. Dr. Back suspects not all of Jacqueline’s facial work is noninvasive,
though. “Her jaw is now wider and
fuller, indicating she may have had a
chin implant,” he says. “But with that
exception, her treatments overall are
natural and not overdone.”

Ron Howard’s daughter has had
quite the elegant makeover since
2003 (left). Part of the Jurassic
World star’s sleek new look is a
stunning new nose, experts say.
“Bryce’s nose is slimmer and
the tip more refined now,” notes
NYC plastic surgeon Dr. Michelle
Copeland, who does not treat the
35-year-old actress. Likewise, the
mom of two’s current look gets high
marks from the opposite sex!

MIRACLE IN A BOX
SILENCE SKIN’S SOS CALL

Complexion in distress? Then try these
luxe new antioxidant gel masks, which
provide intense hydration while calming
redness or irritation and fending off free
radicals. Bonus: The beauty must-have’s
nano gold technology pushes active
ingredients deeper to stimulate
collagen and promote elasticity.
Derm Institute Anti-Oxidant
Hydration Gel Masque, $110 for
20 packs, diskincare.com
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